DC-RSW Hook-Up Sheet

DC-RSW option
Manual Forward-Off-Reverse Switch

Permits reversing of motor. This is accomplished using a 4PDT blocked center switch. When switched between the forward/reverse positions, a delay is encountered due to the blocked center position, which protects the control from any voltage that may be at the ARM terminals. The center position is OFF/NEUTRAL.

THE MOTOR MUST COME TO A COMPLETE STOP BEFORE CHANGING DIRECTIONS. IF THE MOTOR DOES NOT COME TO A COMPLETE STOP, SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE CONTROL MAY RESULT. BYPASS OF THE SWITCH CENTER BLOCK MAY RESULT IN DAMAGE TO THE CONTROL.

**Connection for DCX Series:** The customer provides interconnecting wiring.

**Connection for RBD Series:** The customer provides interconnecting wiring.

**Connection for RBX Series:** The customer provides interconnecting wiring.